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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I first reported on this project to ICIS in 2005. A lot has happened since then, notably that the project is now real, with the whole company engaged, rather than just a twinkle in my eye. So it is high time that ICIS had a progress report.



Topics 
• Concept 
• Project management 
• Content progress 

– Restructuring 
– Tables and schedules 
– Revising CAWS 

• Software progress 
– Authoring environment 
– Software schema 
– Clause linkage 
– Linkage with ArchiCAD 

• Sales and marketing 



Concept 



Concept – a reminder 

• Procurement: Build-only, design-build, and design-build-
operate-transfer 

• Objects of specification: Buildings, systems, products 
• Methods of specification: Performance, prescription and 

proprietary 
• New build & work-to-existing 
• Automated assembly 
• Automated reporting – horizontal, vertical, ‘typed’ phrases, 

tags 
• Fine-grain report granularity (down to item level) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Procurement: Current NBS is aimed at traditional procurement, in which some sections are build-only, and some are design-build. Full design-build at system level is not covered, nor is building-level design-build.Objects: Current NBS describes products for the most part, except in NBS Engineering Services, which describes systems too.Methods: Performance specification of buildings and of many systems is missing in current NBS.New build: Current NBS is mostly geared to new build. Next Gen NBS will be more even handed and consistent in the way it deals with work to existing.Assembly: Currently entirely manual.Reporting: Five tagged reports are currently supported – few specifiers use them!Report granularity: Currently reporting is at clause level only – no broader, no finer.



Concept – a reminder 

• Improved efficiency, for NBS and customers 
• Integration with other RIBAe products 
• Integration with other construction documents and softwares 
• DIY functionality 
• First step towards full project time line toolkits – briefing, 

compliance, tender, record and facility management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Efficiency: Achieved through electronic-only, one version of each section (current NBS Building has three), section interdependency through consolidation of common products (minimising repetition of text and guidance), automated authoring tools for the NBS team, and so on.Integration: Currently even NBS Building and NBS Landscape, for example, don’t talk to each other. All this will change. We are also looking at linking to more RIBAe products than at present, and bidirectionally. Next Gen NBS will also be open to third-party developers.DIY: We’ll provide ‘dummies’ for sections and clauses, with built-in functionality. Currently DIY text is dumb.Time line: Products serving the rest of the time line will follow launch of the new contract specification tool. This is an essential first step, which subsequent products will build on.



Section structure 

• System outline 
• System performance 
• Products 
• Fabrication 
• Execution 
• System completion 
• System FM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structured data is the key to all this, and a standard NBS section structure is the basis for it. This structure is in use in NBS Engineering Services (launched 2004). The basic plan is to roll it out across NBS Building and NBS Landscape as well. But lots of other ideas hang off this basic one.The section structure enables integration of an elemental or systems-based view of the specification, and a work section or work results view of the specification. Some sections will comprise all these subsections. Some sections won’t have any of the systems subsections, being just for ‘common’ products. Some will have only the systems subsections, with all their ‘common’ products elsewhere.System outline: A simple list of component products, with no detail (e.g. brands, standards) about them. Aimed at tenderers, design-build contractors, and those with no detailed technical interest in the specification. No standards cited.�System performance: Performance requirements for the system as a whole, e.g. thermal performance, structural performance, functional performance. Aimed at system designers, e.g. design-build contractors. Includes submittals.Products: Generic and branded descriptions of ex-catalogue products. Aimed at manufacturers.Fabrication: Requirements for design, assembly and delivery of bespoke products, typically made off-site. Aimed at fabricators. Includes inspections and tests.Execution: Requirements for design and assembly of bespoke products, made on site. And for installation of ex-catalogue and fabricated products. Aimed at installers and the like. Includes inspections and tests.System completion: Products and services required once the system has been completed, up to ‘practical’ and ‘final’ project completion. Aimed at commissioning agents. Includes inspections and tests.System FM: Products and services required once the system has been handed over to the client. Aimed at PFI/PPP consortia with operational responsibilities, and at FM contractors.



CSI/CSC SectionFormat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our section structure is rather different to SectionFormat. This extract shows a mapping between the two.Mixes: Concrete mixes are specified in three ways, depending on whether the concrete is  ex-catalogue (a standard ready-mix offering – mix not specified) – in Products; bespoke (made off-site to the designer’s unusual specification – performance specified, but mix designed by fabricator) – in Fabrication; or  site-made (e.g. for small quantities, mix specified) – in Execution.



Project management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is perhaps the biggest and most important project the company has undertaken. It was felt that it needed to be given every chance of success, and that professional project management was therefore essential.



Time line so far 
Year Activities 

2001 Restructuring proposed, initial concepts implemented in NBS Scheduler & some NBS 
Building work sections 

2002 Solution developed for integration of outline & performance with conventional 
specification; NBS ES started, implementing this 

2003 NBS ES: Structure finalised, initial concepts developed,  but not necessarily 
implemented, e.g. linkage, interdependency, ‘author once’ 

2004 NBS ES launched, republishing of NBS Building formally proposed, persuasion begins 

2005 Persuasion continues, concept developed further 

2006 Persuasion continues, concept developed further, prototype developed 

2007 Prototype presented, work halted, CEO go-ahead; NBS Plus underway 

2008 Business case developed,  whole company engaged, RIBAE Board approval; NBS Plus 

2009 Restructuring of content, initial software R&D, concept development continues 

2010 New authoring environment delivered, content handed to TAs for review & 
development, TA training, finalising concepts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic idea, that NBS Building needed to be restructured, was first proposed in 2001. It has been progressively embellished since then, and now extends well beyond the provision of a ‘mere’ contract specification tool. However, that is all that Next Gen NBS Stage 1 will comprise. The rest will follow.NBS was last republished (NBS v2) in 1987, when it switched from CI/SfB to CAWS. Next Gen NBS is NBS v3, in content terms.Until late 2007 the project had no project manager as such, just a persistent patient project champion (John Gelder)! For a handful of staff, persuasion is ongoing. But most are enthusiastic. As have been the three NBS Advisory Panels.



Project management 

• Project manager appointed 
• Project management course 
• Standardised project plan and documentation 
• Sharepoint 
• Company-wide management team 
• Fortnightly team meetings, task groups 
• Red amber green reports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project management course: Managers across the company went on a course organised by the Project manager, so we all had the same understanding of the processes and principles involved in the RIBAe take on this.



Concept

Scope the concept

Business rationale

Worthy of 
progression?

File documents for 
future reference

No

Business Case

Vision and Scope

Yes

Pre-Project Stage

Concept Overview

Requires sign off 
before 

documenting the 
Business rationale

Requires sign off 
before proceeding 
to Project initiation

1.Project Initiation

2.Project 
Approach

3.Project Plan

4.Project 
Execution

5.Project Closure

6. Post 
Implementation 

Review

Requires sign off 
before proceeding 

to Step 2

Requires sign off 
before proceeding 

to Step 4

The route to 
process 

improvement
Data

Six steps to Project 
Management

Project Plan

Project Charter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The company has instituted a standard approach to project management, based on the steps and outputs shown here. The Next Gen NBS project is in stage 4: Project execution at the moment. This means that we have the Concept overview, Vision and scope, Business case (approved by the RIBAE Board), Project charter and Project plan in place and signed off.



Project Charter 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sadly I can’t reveal any more of this document – it is commercial-in-confidence. But this gives you some idea of its scope.



Sharepoint 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project team, which spans across the company (and is about to be expanded with representatives from Business systems, as we look at server requirements for example), has a Sharepoint site which hosts various project management documents. This folder is for those of the R&D (software development) team. This gives an idea of the scope of the project from that point of view.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each team produces documents spelling out scope and priorities, using so-called MoSCoW categories. These are discussed and agreed by the team as a whole.



Red amber green reports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an extract from a recent RAG report for this project. The project team reviews this each fortnight.



Content progress 



Content 
• NBS Building/ Landscape – restructured over 2009, now 

with TAs  
• NBS Engineering Services – underway  
• NBS Preliminaries – ideation late 2009, now underway 
• New authoring environment – received, late 
• System performance – underway – matrices, specialist TAs, 

research & training 
• Team – new staff – Alan, Neil & Paul 
• NBS Plus 
• NBS Scheduler 
• NBS Minor Works 
• Xml-ing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Restructuring of the existing NBS Building & Landscape content has been my part-time team’s main Next Gen task over the last year or so. Just recently the rest of the authoring team has been engaged, and they will first review what we have done, and then supplement it with new content. The arrival of three new authors will help a lot.Work will also be done to NBS Plus, our proprietary specification tool. I hope that we can automate production of NBS Scheduler and NBS Minor Works from the ‘big’ content. We’ll be doing some experimental work towards this in the NBS ES platform.



Restructuring 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Restructuring took my part-time restructuring team all of 2009 and a bit of 2010 to finish off. Editing of this content is ongoing – over 140 of around 230 sections have been edited and passed to the authoring team so far. I intend getting the rest done by the end of June 2010.



Current NBS section + auth environ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We author in Word tables with two columns, and a row per clause. Styles are used to define types of text, so the compiler does the right thing with it. So values are in orange text, for example, and suggested values in the guidance in italic green text.This ‘type clause’ is more than a system outline – it is quite deep. Brands can be specified, execution is described, standards may be cross-referenced, and so on. Current NBS also muddles the distinction between generic description of proprietary products, and proprietary description of proprietary products.



In progress in modified auth environ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To restructure the current content we stayed with this authoring environment, but added an extra column to indicate the current clause from which the new clause is derived. Here, the ‘type clause’ has been pulled apart, into various execution clauses (shown) and product clauses (already relocated to the new products subsection), leaving a prototype system outline clause behind.



Fully restructured section 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of comments have been added, the subsections all created, clauses numbered and so on, ready for xml-ing by the Production team. The comments and highlights won’t be compiled, so the authors are going to have to open both this version of the section, and the compiled version (next slide), at least to get started. To this end they all now have two screens.



Section in new authoring environment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This clause has been compiled by the author, rather than by Production as for current NBS. The compiler does not distribute guidance to individual items, so the author has had to do this manually – hence the redline in the Guidance column. This environment is very different to the current one – more on its functionality later.The author will now commence a review of the restructured section. Generally only existing content has been restructured. The authors will have to research and fill in gaps in coverage, which are now more apparent than they were in the current structure. This work is just beginning (March 2010). Gaps include the obvious, e.g. System performance clauses, and the not-so-obvious, e.g. shallow Product clauses.



Common products 

• One objective for Next Gen NBS is to ‘author it 
once’ – things like sand:cement mortar are 
currently authored many times 
– First pass – individual sections restructured 
– Second pass – review of individual CAWS groups for 

products common to the group, or to subgroups – 80s 
created to hold these 

– Third pass – review of all groups to identify products 
common to many groups – shifted to existing 
common-products sections where they exist, e.g. P10 
for insulation, Z20 for fixings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Author it once: Sand:cement mortar is currently authored 22 times in section F10 alone, for example. Though authored once, and maintained once by NBS and the project specifier, this content can be reported many times. Third pass: The end result of this has been a rag-bag of clauses on, e.g. adhesives. The author responsible for the adhesives section will review and rationalise this material, so we end up with a smaller more consistent set of clauses and guidance. Authors of sections needing adhesives will discuss the options with the adhesives ‘expert’ – often no particular adhesive is identified, or terminology is inconsistent, e.g. hot-setting and thermosetting, glue and adhesive.



 
 
 

J60 Flat roof covering systems 
- System outline 
- System performance 

J21 Mastic asphalt 
flat roof covering 
products 

J31 Liquid applied 
flat roof covering 
products 

J41 Built-up 
reinforced bitumen 
membrane flat roof 
covering products 

J42 Polymeric 
sheet flat roof 
covering products 

J80 Common flat 
roof covering 
products 

Section interdependency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current sections are largely self-contained. Next Gen NBS sections will depend on each other much more. This is one consequence of shifting common products elsewhere. It isn’t just common product clauses that have been collected. For the group of flat roof covering sections, for example, near-identical system outlines for cold, warm and inverted roofs are currently repeated in four sections, along with near-identical system performance clauses. These have all been collected in one new system section, and rationalised. Some of the products left behind, e.g. mastic asphalt, will be rationalised further since they are common to other systems too (e.g. tanking systems, paving systems).



System performance clauses 
• About 60% of system sections have something on system 

performance, but this varies from solid clauses to just a 
clause title. 

• We will develop consistent content across all sections, 
aligned to performance requirements in the Building 
Regulations. 

• Authors have been appointed as performance ‘experts’, for 
the various topics, e.g. fire, acoustics, access. 

• They will research and develop ‘framework’ clauses and 
guidance, and oversee the authoring of section-specific 
material. 

• They will run CPD events for the authors on their topics. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Authors are currently ‘experts’ on groups of work sections, e.g. linings, earthworks, surveys. This approach will give them a performance topic that they will also expected to keep on top of, e.g. through attending conferences and seminars.



Building Regulations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are completing a series of Excel matrices for each of the England-and-Wales Approved Documents, mapping their clauses to the systems and products they control, in turn mapped to NBS work sections. In the short term this will deliver a product reporting tool on the NBS Building Regulations website. It also helps the technical authors with their performance responsibilities, given that covering regulatory performance is the minimum we want to offer.In the longer term this will enable bidirectional linkage between NBS and the ADs, a systematic review of NBS against regulatory requirements, and the reporting of a compliance specification.



Building outline sections 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are sections which simply list, by CAWS groups and subgroups, the systems that the building (or landscape) comprises. Such a section can be started at a very early stage in the project design and documentation process. We have one such section in NBS Engineering Services already. This is an extract of the draft for NBS Landscape. Links from here will bring in the corresponding system outline clauses, beginning the process of specification auto-assembly. It is possible that these sections can be auto-compiled to some extent from our system sections.An alternative approach, not illustrated, is to organise this through multi-trade ‘supersystems’, e.g. Flooring systems, which would list structural systems, diaphragm systems, covering systems, ceiling systems, floor access systems and so on. Performance could be associated with such supersystems.



Guidance revisited 
Level of 
technical 
expertise 

Level of guidance 
Clause titles, keywords 
and default text  

Value lists Clause guidance General guidance  

Specialist 
specifier 

This is just a checklist, 
which you can use or 
ignore as you please – 
you know best 

Experienced 
specifier 

Essential These are the 
known likely 
values 

Inexperienced 
specifier 

Essential Essential This is how you 
select one value 
rather than 
another 

Novice 
specifier 

Essential Essential Essential Here is general 
background 
information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of issues are being revisited, including the nature of Execution clauses, and the nature of Guidance – why do we provide it, who is it for? One way of looking at it is that different bits of guidance are useful to specifiers with different levels of experience.



Product clauses revisited 
Whole product  
(~ performance 
specification) 

Standard: To BS 1234. 
- Structural grade: . . . . . . 
- Thermal grade: . . . . . . 
Third party product certification: . . . . . . 
Recycled content: . . . . . . 

Product components, 
if any 
(~ outline 
specification) 

Frame: 
- Material: . . . . . . 
- Finish: . . . . . . 
- Colour: . . . . . . 
Panel: . . . . . . 
Integral accessories: . . . . . . 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilities, buildings, systems and products will all be described both in outline (component lists) and performance terms. For facilities and buildings these will be in separate sections. For systems these will be in separate subsections. For products these will be in separate parts of the same generic clause.



Proprietary system outline clauses 

110 Plasterboard partition 
system 

• System manufacturer: 
British Gypsum. 
– System reference: [...] 

GypWall AUDIO  
GypWall CLASSIC 
GypWall CURVE 
GypWall EXTREME 
GypWall QUIET 
GypWall QUIET IWL 
GypWall QUIET SF 

GypWall RAPID 
GypWall RAPID dB Plus 
GypWall ROBUST 
GypWall SECURE 
GypWall STAGGERED 
• Additional steel sheet: [...] 
Not applicable 
Required 
Not required 
• Finish: [...] 
Thistle Board Finish 
Thistle Multi-Finish 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NBS Plus currently is set at clause level. This offers great flexibility in that we can provide a service to all manufacturers, even those making just one product. However, for manufacturers of whole systems the offering isn’t ideal. In Next Gen NBS we will be able to cope with system manufacturers, by providing clauses that work much as the same way as proprietary product clauses do at present.System manufacturer: Value links to manufacturer’s website.System reference: Value links to corresponding catalogue in RIBA Product Selector Plus (online).



System FM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we do provide system FM content for launch, we’ll only provide a framework along these lines. Specifiers will have to flesh this out themselves. A full FM specification product should follow Next Gen NBS Stage 1 in due course.This structure provides a standard framework for Health and safety files under the CDM Regulations (a European thing), for Conservation of fuel and power reports, for Site waste management plans for the occupancy phase, for the Fire management report, and for the Operation and maintenance manual, all in one!



NBS Engineering Services 

• This needs almost no restructuring since it is built 
around the new section structure, and the 
concept of section interdependency. 

• Content is being straightened out and loaded into 
the new authoring environment. 

• This will feed current NBS ES up to launch, once 
we have the ‘back-compiler’ in place (due soon), 
and Next Gen ES after launch. 

• Implementing clause linkage is probably the 
single biggest bit of work for the ES authors. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since launch, NBS ES subscribers have been asking if they can have clause linkage. Because there are not many of them it is likely that Next Gen NBS ES will be treated as a rather large software update. We won’t have two versions of the NBS ES side-by-side for very long.Also, because the editorial effort required for NBS ES is relatively slight, this product can be launched quite a bit before we launch Next Gen NBS Architectural etc, giving us the opportunity to identify and resolve unforeseen glitches in the software and content, and to experiment a little with pricing, training, bundling, delivery and the like. This will feed back into the development of NBS Architectural etc, pre-launch, so that should go very smoothly.



Tables and schedules 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are new to NBS, though NBS ES has Excel schedules included in it. All these tables and schedules will be authored as clauses in the new NBS authoring environment, rather than in Excel, so ensuring they retain all NBS clause functionality.



Type schedules 

• All clauses in NBS will be tabulatable. Some 
will be tabulated as the default. These define 
types. 

• Door hinge schedule 
 DH.A DH.B DH.C DH.D 

Material Brass Plastic & stainless 
steel 

Mild steel Stainless steel 

- Finish None None Galvanized None 

Carrying capacity 20 kg 15 kg 30 kg 5 kg 

Throw 0 mm 0 mm 25 mm 0 mm 

Pin Removable Removable Removable Fixed 

Fixing Screw Recess and screw Weld Screw 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic clause from which this generated comprises the properties and the first column of possible value. Other rows and columns can be added. The table can be reported elsewhere if it won’t fit on an A4 page.



Instance schedules 

• These link the specification to the drawings, in 
the BIM database. NBS will provide these 
schedules. 

• Can be very simple two-column tables, not 
published: 

• Flag pole schedule 
 

Flag pole Flag pole type 

FP.1 FP.A 

FP.2 FP.A 

FP.3 FP.B 

FP.4 FP.C 

FP.5 FP.A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first column links to instances on the drawings, the second to types in the specification. The links have to be made manually, and could be authored in this table, or directly in the CAD or the specification.



Door schedule 

• Can be very complex multi-column tables, 
published and used for authoring, e.g. of type 
variants: 
 Door Frame 

type 
Leaf 
type 

Hinge 
type 

Structural 
width 

Structural 
height 

Lock 
type 

Colour Signage 

D.01 DF.A DL.A DH.A 900 mm 2100 mm L.A Red - 

D.02 DF.A DL.A DH.C 850 mm 2400 mm L.B White Entrance 

D.03 DF.B DL.A DH.D 1200 mm 2100 mm L.B Blue Office 1 

D.04 DF.C DL.B DH.C 900 mm 1200 mm L.F Green Office 2 

D.05 DF.A DL.B DH.A 910 mm 2110 mm L.D Green Private 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data in this schedule is linked to the specification (product type clauses – blue), derived from the CAD model (e.g. dimensions – yellow), and entered manually (instance variants – red). Some is automated (dimensions) and some manual, e.g. links to types. The Hinge types here clearly link to the Hinge type schedule, shown previously, and vice versa.



Revising CAWS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Restructuring NBS Building and Landscape inevitably means that the classification system we use, CAWS, must change too. We could do this unilaterally, but we are trying to do this with the industry, via CPIC’s Uniclass Working Group. So far, it looks promising.A key part of our proposals is that all tables in Uniclass must serve architectural, civil and process engineering needs.



Settlement/ Region/ District 

Infrastructure/ Facility 

Open 
spaces 

Underground 
structures 

Building 
structures 

Other on-
ground 

structures 

Elevated 
structures 

Activities Process 
engineering 

systems 

Fabric 
systems 

Spaces 

Products 

Services 
systems 

D 

L 

D 
G  

D 

J 

D 

The Uniclass tables we need 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table D: We co-opted Uniclass Table D to classify Facilities, Buildings, Activities and Spaces. So we might have Commercial facilities, Commercial buildings, Commercial activities and Commercial spaces. This keeps things simple during the early design stages of a project.Table G: For systems we’ll merge the currently separate civil and architectural tables (also proposed by others), and add in process engineering.Table J: Again a merge and the addition of process engineering. This is the new CAWS.Table L: For products – again architectural, civil and process.



A new CAWS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an extract from a table illustrating a possible new version of CAWS, sticking with the alphanumeric coding approach, and three levels (group, subgroup, section). In order to align the new CAWS better with the rest of Uniclass, it may be that we shift to a 6-digit numeric code, again with three levels, e.g. 25.50.18.



Software progress 



NBS software development 

• RIBAE is a member of BuildingSMART. 
• We have had a number of consultancy days with 

AEC3 (Jeff Wix & Nick Nisbett) on the schema. 
• We are working on two projects with Prof. Steve 

Lockley at Northumbria University on automatically 
querying Building Regulations and on embodied 
carbon content calculations. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The software (R&D) team has been busy lately, on new versions of NBS Perspective, and the new NBS Annotation tools, as well as enhancements for a range of other products, including current NBS Building etc. They are now getting onto the Next Gen NBS project in force.



Authoring environment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have developed a new authoring environment for the use of our in-house authoring/ editing team of architects, engineers and other construction professionals. This will also reduce the workload of the Production and R&D teams. Efficiency, both to the company and to the customers,  is one of the key goals of the Next Gen NBS project.



Word™ plus macros 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new authoring environment, like the current one, is in MS Word. However the current authoring environment has a table per subsection (or even per section), comprising just two columns (guidance and text), and one row per clause. The compiler relies on careful use of a small range of styles, and lots of manual interventions (e.g. to create and maintain URL linkage) by the authoring and production teams.The new authoring environment is more sophisticated, with a table per clause, and four columns per table. Styles are less important to the compiler, and much of what was manually managed is now automated. We hope eventually to build all this functionality into the user interface so that our authors can author directly in it, just as project specifiers have to, and so that project specifiers can benefit from this functionality too.Classification: We can classify this clause using, e.g. CI/SfB or Uniclass table L codes, to support reports and linkage with external softwares.Previous clause: This is the corresponding section and clause numbers in current NBS, to help us maintain both in parallel.Guidance: This guidance is at whole-clause level.Item: We can report at this level now – in current NBS we can only report down to clause level. We have a row per item or sub-item.Value: We have different styles of value – fixed, preferred, suggested, blank etc. Possible linkages here, e.g. to the NBS Finishes schedule, are not yet implemented.Guidance: This is at item level, e.g. why would you choose one possible value over another.Flags: Again at item level, to allow reporting, e.g. for health and safety, or for a regulatory compliance view of the specification.Related clauses: Links to other clauses that this clause ‘needs’, e.g. ‘Installing frames’.Commentary on latest update: Here authors explain what has been updated and why it has been made. This reports to our Validate tool.Legacy validate flags: No idea what this is about – not relevant anyway for pre-launch activities!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Running across the NBS Authoring from left to right, our first port of call is:Clause insert: Here we are adding a new clause after 220 Window performance. It’ll go where the red box is, and will come with the selected title and number, and an empty standard System Performance clause authoring table already in place.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keywords: This tool is intended to help the authors and editors standardise the keywords we use in NBS, to ensure consistency, and to enable reporting. Candidates can be selected from a menu of similar existing keywords. Existing similar keywords can be reviewed and rationalised. The green dotted underline indicates the status of this particular keyword as ‘current’. Red would indicate ‘pending’.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference documents: Here the red dotted underline indicates that there is a problem with this reference. The pop-up tells us that it has been replaced – the author would then decide whether or not to implement the replacement. The references come with inbuilt linkages and pop-ups that will benefit the end users (see iPod example). This is available both for guidance and for specification text.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building Regulations: Here we can check that citations of Building Regulation documents are current and appropriate. These link to the NBS Building Regulations website, and can be ‘deep’, i.e. to a particular clause if necessary.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Websites: Another link type, again managed off a central NBS database (not accessible from my machine). Currently all these links are managed manually by the authoring and production teams.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flags and tags: These standard thematic flags allow us to mark guidance and text to generate a wide range of reports. The idea is that all this linkage functionality is also available to project specifiers, in the user interface.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Links and relationships: Links between clauses (which may be in other work sections) are created by the authors. Here the value ‘Beaded arch’ is linked to the corresponding Product clause. This will aid in auto-assembly of the specification, and in ‘vertical’ (system-based) reporting.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global text link: Some guidance is the same in many sections. Rather than authoring and maintaining it many times, we can do this just once  if we can create links to it, like this. Project specifiers will see the text, not the link.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section summary: Perhaps better styled as ‘Section status report’, this tool advises the authors about broken links of various kinds – how many and where. This will help with prioritisation and execution of maintenance, which we expect will be released much more frequently than 4-monthly as at present – possibly even daily.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Document map: The tabular structure of the authoring environment is fairly bulky and so tedious to navigate through scrolling. Authors will be able to use links to navigate, once the links have been authored. They can also use this view, which allows clauses and groups of clauses to be relocated with ease.



Software schema 



Schema 

• Clauses in the authoring environment allow 
(e.g.): 
– Three levels of item. 
– Guidance at item level. 
– Flags at item level. 
– Linkage from clause to clause. 
– Linkage from item value to clause. 
– The rich text content of item values allows mark up 

(bold, italic, underline), tables, links to external 
documents (in our own controlled database) and 
images. 

 



Schema 
• The in-house R&D team can take all of this highly 

structured data from MS Word and put it into our 
own defined Building Information Model. See next 
slide. 

• Putting this much effort into the data provides us 
with huge potential for functionality. There’s loads of 
stuff specifiers will be able to do within ‘our world’. 

• It also makes it possible to export to and import from 
any structured and documented data model such as 
an Autodesk Revit database, an IFC model, a gbXML 
model.  
 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a small extract from the data schema showing some tables and their linkages.



Clause linkage 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
All clauses in Next Gen NBS will be linked. The System outline clauses will be the main source of this linkage, and so will be the basis for auto-assembly of the project specification. The links will also enable reporting from the project specification system-by-system. All this assumes a top-down approach to specification, from building outline, to system outlines, to products, for example. Links from a System outline clause are from individual values in that clause to corresponding clauses in the section (or elsewhere). The principle links are numbers 4 and 7. In a system outline clause we may have an item for Widgets: [...]. Values offered may include Bronze widgets, Steel widgets, Plastic widgets, Wood widgets. Selecting one of these, e.g. Bronze widgets, triggers a link [4] to the Bronze widgets clause in the Products subsection, which in turn links [7] to the Installing bronze widgets clause in the Execution subsection.This concept was introduced in our prototype outline specification, developed over 2002/3 but never released, and then in NBS Engineering Services, launched in 2004. However the linkage functionality was never implemented.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a prototype of linkage in action, developed in 2009. In the system outline clause the specifier is offered two values against Main unit: [...]. Selecting MP3 player turns that clause on (with all values initially blank), but leaves the Digital radio clause turned off, i.e. hidden, rather than revealed but turned off as here. Also unlike here, the target clause numbers won’t appear in the values – just the clause titles. The specifier can also browse for other possible products, or can ask the contractor to make the product selection.Some target clauses will be held in other sections, e.g. for common products. In these cases the section code is included in the value.Next Gen NBS is additive, unlike current NBS (which is subtractive – project specifiers de-select clauses they don’t want). Folk start with an outline clause only – the rest of the specification will be blank, progressively populated as values are selected.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll also have pop-ups from referenced documents, both from guidance (as at present) and from specification text, where the contractors can benefit from it. These pop-ups are much more substantive than those in current NBS, with image, abstract and multiple sources offered. Since some of these sources are ours (RIBAE) we hope this will lead to sales ... For those that aren’t ours, we would expect cross-promotion arrangements to be in place, e.g. with BSI.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proprietary clauses from NBS Plus can be dropped in to replace the corresponding generic clause, as in current NBS. The corresponding value in the system outline clause will change to match. Other links can be generated – for execution it may be that our generic execution clauses are inappropriate, for warranty purposes for example, and will not be linked.Clauses will have specification text and also non-specification hypertext, e.g. for Parent, Execution and Completion, where links are identified, and for editing history. The [G] and [M] boxes indicate user-guidance and manufacturer guidance.



Linkage with ArchiCAD 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAD linkage is something we are developing in current NBS, and propose to develop in a more advanced form in Next Gen NBS. The following slides are a demonstration of the most sophisticated offering planned for current NBS. This is proprietary to ArchiCAD, and should be launched in the next month or two. We are developing similar linkage functionality with other key CAD vendors in the UK.Simpler, generic, versions of NBS Annotation functionality have already been released.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
First we create two Clay facing brickwork type clauses in current NBS Building, numbered 110A and 110B.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then we create two Wood window type clauses, 210A and 210B. They should have different names – my apologies – this was all done very quickly!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the same computer (or network) we open up ArchiCAD and model (‘draw’) a couple of simple buildings, comprising walls, doors and windows. Then from within ArchiCAD we open up the inbuilt NBS Annotation toolkit, and select the project specification we want to associate with this project drawing.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can then label an ‘element’ (using this term loosely), in this case one of the windows.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll see we can choose between 210A and 210B, in the NBS project specification clause list, which is visible within ArchiCAD.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We select the window type clause we want to link to this particular window instance and voila, the link is made. The link is one-directional, from CAD to NBS, not from NBS to CAD – that sort of bi-directionality will have to wait for Next Gen NBS.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here the wall and window types are identified for each instance, following current CPI principles (tag should show section code, clause number and clause title, only). These principles could change for Next Gen NBS.We have also labelled a door.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
From these labels we can navigate to the corresponding NBS-based project specification type clause, to its guidance, or to manufacturer information if proprietary.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the corresponding clause guidance, for example.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we show the Review annotations functionality. If the specification is changed, the NBS Annotation software will spot it and report accordingly. Here the software reports that one clause has had its title changed, and another has been deleted. The draftsperson, perhaps in conversation with the specifier, can decide what to do about it. The other annotations remain valid.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here the draftsperson has implemented the changes – accepting the name change (to outhouse), and re-typing one of the windows – both are now type 210A.



Sales and marketing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally speaking this part of the company came late to the party, not necessarily by design. But this stuff is of vital importance to the project’s success.



Proposition 

• 4 levels of service proposed: 
– One: Pay-per-spec – online – (small) architects 

only  
– Two: Subscription – simple – architects only 
– Three: Subscription – full + pay-per-section – core 

service 
– Four: Bespoke service – negotiated bespoke, and 

standard product and service, add-ons – large 
documentation offices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A cross-company proposition subgroup has developed this approach to bundling the content, software and service offering for Next Gen NBS.



Out-of-the-box core product
Payment: Annual Sub,  no. of 

concurrent users
Delivered:  Options:  Local  install 

or online
Content: Online
Content: Selected for the 

discipline
Customer Data: Local
Functionality: Core
Customer Service: Core

Self-serve, small project product
Payment: Pay per spec
Delivered:  Online
Content: Online
Libraries: Selected from B-Z90s 

and contract prelims
Customer Data: Online
Functionality: Simple
Customer Service: Online

Self Serve Product (entry tier)

Domestic

Small works – retail, light 
industrial, commercial

Consultative sell add-ons to Core
Payment: Add-on to Core 
Subscription. Life and licensing of add-on 
will match Core subscription
Delivered:  Options:  Local 

install or online (?)
Content: Online
Content: Custom
Customer Data: Local
Functionality: Niche / Advanced
Customer Service: Bespoke

Advanced add-ons to Core (top tier)

Customisation functionality

Advanced functionality

Bespoke s/ware devt.

Bespoke technical content

Custom customer support

Core Product  (middle tier)

For Architects

For Services Engineers

For Landscape Architects

For Structural Engineers

Simple

Full

Full

Full

Full

Pay per section content 
(maintained)

Not in initial release

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is still not final – for example there is some debate about whether the structural set should be offered at launch or not – my view is that it should be, even if there are more sections to follow.



Transition 

• NBS ES: Proposal is that transition is a ‘simple’ 
software update 

• NBS Architecture: Currently we will let the 
market decide when to drop current NBS 
Building/ Landscape – could co-exist for 5 
years or more! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A cross-company transition subgroup will shortly begin the task of refining how we mean to transition current subscribers across to Next Gen NBS. There is general agreement that the quicker this process, the better.



Launch +6 mths -12 mths -6 mths -20 mths 

Ongoing marketing 

First phase marketing 
and sales support 
materials 

Educate and inform active 
customers of NextGen 
proposition 

Estimate required 
marketing budgets 

Develop an identity and 
segment-based messages 

Raise general market interest 
in concepts, and state "we are 
working on it" 

Logistics (packaging, etc) 

Second phase marketing 
and sales support 
materials 

Educate and inform non-
customers of NextGen 
proposition 

Launch – plan and proceed 

Launch marketing and 
sales support materials 
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Review internal systems and 
make recommendations for 
changes 

Build up further understanding 
of target groups around key 
segments 

Internal Training (ability to 
explain / describe / discuss) 

Internal Training (ability to 
demo / close) 

Preparation for external training sessions, including workflow 
transition programmes for converted customers 

External training of new customers 

Proactive Key Account contact, and plot conversions 

Proactive field sales account contact, and plot conversions 

General sales activity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a current sketch of the transition plan.



Time line 

• Next Gen NBS Engineering Services now due 
out late 2011 

• Next Gen NBS Architecture now due out mid-
2012 – was early 2013 

• Board et al want it all out asap – to best serve 
industry rising out of recession and looking for 
efficiencies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If only we had started sooner!
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